
 

 

US:   Netflix   Grabs   the   Most   Attention,   but   Its   Reign   Will   Be  
Challenged  
New   competition   will   encroach   on   Netflix’s   and   YouTube’s   market   shares  

  

December   3,   2019   (New   York,   NY)    –   Netflix   and   YouTube   may   be   the   video   platforms   US   adults   are  
watching   most,   but   their   days   at   the   top   may   be   numbered.    New   services   such   as   Disney+,   HBO   Max   and  
Apple   TV+   will   fragment   digital   video   viewing   time   even   further.   According   to   our   first   forecast   on   time   spent  
watching   Netflix   and   YouTube,   both   platforms   will   see   their   share   of   daily   video   time   drop   in   the   coming  
years.  

In   2018,   Netflix   surpassed   YouTube   as   the   most-watched   video   service,   with   an   average   daily   time   spent  
among   adults   of   23.2   minutes   vs.   22.3   minutes,   respectively.   However,   we   estimate   that,    starting   in   2020,  
Netflix’s   share   of   daily   video   time   will   begin   to   decline —even   as   its   time   spent   numbers   continue   to   rise.  
Netflix’s   share   of   daily   video   time   will   peak   in   2019   at   27.0%   and   will   decline   to   25.7%   by   2021.  

Similarly,   YouTube’s   share   of   total   daily   digital   video   time   will   drop   from   23.4%   this   year,   to   21.7%   by  
2021.    It   will   continue   to   trail   No.   1   player   Netflix   throughout   the   forecast   period.  



 



 

“Even   though   Americans   are   spending   more   time   watching   Netflix,   people's   attention   will   become   more  
divided   as   new   streamers   emerge,”   eMarketer   analyst   Ross   Benes   said.   “The   video   streaming   landscape   will  
get   crowded,   which   will   drive   down   the   share   of   time   that   people   devote   to   Netflix.”  

Netflix   is   expected   to   continue   pouring   millions   into   its   content   library   and   investing   in   its   AI   discovery  
technology.   That   will   help   drive   not   only   growth   in  

subscribers,   but   also   increased   viewing   time   among   users.   Average   daily   Netflix   viewing   time   among   adult  
users   will   increase   by   2.2%   to   56.6   minutes   per   day   in   2020.   

In   terms   of   total   video   time,    2019   will   be   the   first   year   in   which   digital   video   will   make   up   more   than  
one-quarter   (25.4%)   of   all   daily   digital   time .   This   includes   time   spent   on   apps   and   browsers   (but   excludes  
social)   on   all   devices.  



 

“Video   streaming   is   a   mainstream,   daily   routine   for   most   US   adults,   occurring   on   all   devices   and   increasingly  
when   viewers   are   on   the   go,”   eMarketer   senior   forecasting   analyst   Oscar   Orozco   said.   “In   fact,   an   April   2019  
study   from   OpenX   found   that   nearly   one-third   of   users   of   subscription   streaming   platforms   say   screen   size   has  
no   impact   on   what   they   watch   or   for   how   long.   Because   of   this,   video   will   continue   to   be   the   main   driver   of  
digital   media   consumption   in   the   coming   years.”  

Methodology  
eMarketer’s   forecasts   and   estimates   are   based   on   an   analysis   of   quantitative   and   qualitative   data   from   research  
firms,   government   agencies,   media   firms   and   public   companies,   plus   interviews   with   top   executives   at  
publishers,   ad   buyers   and   agencies.   Data   is   weighted   based   on   methodology   and   soundness.   Each   eMarketer  
forecast   fits   within   the   larger   matrix   of   all   its   forecasts,   with   the   same   assumptions   and   general   framework  
used   to   project   figures   in   a   wide   variety   of   areas.   Regular   re-evaluation   of   available   data   means   the   forecasts  
reflect   the   latest   business   developments,   technology   trends   and   economic   changes.  
 


